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Foreword

This fourth volume in the Purdue Information Literacy Handbooks series explores some
relevant theories and frameworks, and proposes practical strategies for integrating information literacy in the teaching of first-year
college composition. In these pages, readers
can observe how academic librarians and
writing instructors effectively collaborate to
meld concepts in information literacy with
the teaching of composition studies. The
authors enlighten readers about successes
and some of the challenges in contextualizing
information literacy instruction in the writing
disciplines. The book elucidates the synergies
that can result from collaborations that value
mutual expertise. Inherent in these collaborations is mutual learning—librarians learning

about composition and composition instructors learning about information literacy.
Together with Veach’s previous volume,
which covered information literacy and
writing courses for first-year students, these
works provide a wealth of material that can
be incorporated into writing programs in all
colleges and universities. Students will benefit
greatly from learning information literacy in
this applied setting.
Sharon Weiner, EdD, MLS
Founding Series Editor
Professor of Library Science Emerita and
W. Wayne Booker Chair Emerita in Information Literacy, Purdue University Libraries
August 2018

ix
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Introduction

In the companion volume to this one, Information Literacy and Writing Studies: First-Year
Composition, librarians and writing scholars
presented suggestions for equipping first-year
composition students with information literacy skills using a variety of approaches. First-
Year Composition is the most common way
that librarians and writing instructors present
information literacy to college students, but it
is by no means the only way, just the first. This
second volume asks the same questions: how
can faculty, especially librarians and writing
instructors, promote student learning of information literacy within the context of writing
studies? A visit to the library, known in librarian parlance as a “one-shot,” was for many
years the standard, but faculty in both disciplines realized that the one-shot was only a
brief beginning to a much more complex task.
One-shots bifurcated the writing classroom,
reinforcing the idea that librarians taught students how to search for sources and writing

instructors taught everything else. When Google made it easy to search, librarians shifted
their focus to teaching students how to find
high-quality resources, a message that was all
too easily reduced to either “don’t use Google,”
or to “use only peer-reviewed journal articles.”
Both of these approaches are obviously too
simple, but when a librarian has only an hour
to convey a message, it is easy to see why and
how the message became simplified. The contributors to this volume are creatively imagining new approaches to teaching students at all
levels to be information literate in their writing.
Part One, Theorizing Information Literacy and Writing Studies, offers alternative
frames from which to view these two related
disciplines. Traditionally, the relationship has
been a hierarchical binary, in which information literacy is one topic that is taught in a
writing class. It was taught by a librarian, not
the course instructor, therefore reinforcing the
binary. Even elements of the course such as

xi
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the course title, the assignments, and the location of the course (i.e., not in the library) privilege writing over information literacy. While
I am not arguing for the reverse (privileging
information literacy over writing), bringing
the two into a more equal relationship can
alter the way that students value information
literacy. The authors in this section challenge
the binary, whether by trying to reverse it or
by bringing the two disciplines into relationship with yet a third (or even more).
In “Writing as a Way of Knowing: Teaching Epistemic Research Across the University,” Phyllis Mentzell Ryder, Dolsy Smith,
and Randi Kristensen point to Writing in the
Disciplines as the site for teaching disciplinary
epistemologies using information literacy. Students can be guided to examine disciplinary
ways of knowing as demonstrated in various disciplinary genres. The actions taken
by researchers and practitioners in the discipline are then modeled by first the professor,
and then the students as they do their own
research and writing. Teresa Quezada pictures
the boundary area between information literacy and writing studies as a beach; there is
no clearly drawn demarcation, and students
may become confused about which “territory”
they are trying to navigate, not to mention
what they need to be doing there. Quezada
posits that this disciplinary blend can be more
successfully handled by students when professors take the students’ initial confusion into
account and develop assignments and classwork that helps them to gain confidence.
Christine McClure and Randall McClure
offer Information Behavior Theory as a component of the research/writing classroom.
Many of the classroom pedagogical behaviors that are still commonly seen are relics
of the time before the Information Age. The
shift of the information landscape necessitates

Veach_Vol-2_Text.indd 12

that Writing Studies professionals take the
proliferation of information into account
as we teach research and writing. McClure
and McClure focus on Wilson’s “Universe
of Knowledge” model (1981) to suggest that
instructors need to be assisting students with
the research process, which can be every bit as
overwhelming as the writing process.
Joshua Hill also concerns himself with the
information environment in scrutinizing the
impact of technology on learning. He recognizes both its positives and its negatives, borrowing the term “media ecology” from Neil
Postman (1992) and seeking the successor to
print literacy. Hill argues for the preservation
of linear thought in the midst of the recursive firehose of information that our students
receive. He envisions how this will look in the
composition classroom as writing instructors
seek to both guide students in navigating the
landscape of information and also to alert them
to subtleties in what might be found there.
James Purdy concludes this section by
advancing the conversation between the ACRL
Framework (2015) and the WPA Framework
(2011), which has been started in the first volume of this collection and elsewhere. Purdy
compares “dispositions” and “habits of mind”
and how they connect the two Frameworks;
students who truly have a change in dispositions and habits of mind feel the effects long
after a memorized fact has buried itself in
memory. Although the Frameworks are not
perfect, Purdy finds value in the way they
model interdisciplinarity and transfer.
Part Two, Information Literacy as a Rhetorical Skill, recognizes that in the past,
“library searching” was seen as a skill that
librarians taught. As the library world shifted
from “bibliographic instruction” to teaching information literacy around the turn
of the century, and especially as the ACRL

12/4/18 1:31 PM
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Information Literacy Standards gave way to
the Information Literacy Framework (Association of College and Research Libraries,
2015), librarians have been recognizing that
although library orientation is important to
students’ use of a local campus library (or
online library), librarians also bear a responsibility to help teach students about the world
of information in general.
The difference in terminology from “standards” to “framework” also signaled a shift
from skills to ways of thinking. And while it
is much easier to teach skills, the acquisition
of skills produces little actual learning unless
the skills are accompanied by the understanding of why and how the skills should be utilized. As librarians and writing professionals
began to have more conversation, they began
to recognize that source use can and should
be taught rhetorically. Joseph Bizup’s BEAM
(2008) was a landmark approach to teaching
students why and how sources are used in the
writing task, and others are both continuing
to fill out this framework and suggesting new
rhetorical lenses from which to focus on information literacy and source use.
Bizup and his co-authors open Part Two
with an article that reviews how BEAM has
been used in information literacy and Writing Studies since its introduction. Rhetoric
has long been the domain of the Composition classroom; librarians traditionally taught
students how to find sources and then their
job was done. With more interdisciplinary
conversation in the past ten years or so, and
with more intentional collaborative partnering taking place between Writing Studies and
librarians, librarians have become aware that
rhetoric is not the sole property of the writing
faculty, and that sources are rhetorical tools
that skillful writers can manipulate to serve
their purposes.
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Mark Dibble also incorporates BEAM and
theory from problem-based learning into his
chapter. His conjecture is that by changing
the language that students use to speak and
think about research, instructors can advance
students’ learning toward a more sophisticated view of source use. Because instructors
in the disciplines use the language of their
own discourse community (often without
even realizing it), Dibble invites librarians to
be “translators,” helping students to begin to
understand some of this varied language, or at
least to be aware that some terms may be used
by professors in meanings and contexts with
which students might not be familiar. Dibble
extends his suggestions to using problem-
solving language rather than topic-centered
language when determining what to write
about, and to using BEAM-centered language
as students consider working with sources.
Caroline Fuchs and Patricia Medved
examine the rhetorical canon of invention as
it relates to information literacy. Information
literacy has traditionally been taught “outside” of the canons of rhetoric and students
are left to integrate it into the canons, if they
even conceive of such a project. Fuchs and
Medved explore how information literacy
can make a space for invention to occur, as it
should, since students should be using sources
to learn about their research, to answer questions, and to prompt new questions. They
suggest allowing space for creative thinking in
addition to critical thinking, so that students
can gain agency during the research process
to respond to new ideas generatively.
The rhetorical appeal of ethos is key to Melanie Lee and Lia Vella’s chapter in which they
posit source use as a tool for strengthening
ethos (which can be difficult to prove, especially as an undergraduate). They highlight
qualities from the two Frameworks that can
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be drawn upon to begin to build this ethos
as the process is modeled by instructors. Lee
and Vella remind us that both information
literacy and composition reside in largely
feminized disciplines, and that the disciplines
themselves can benefit from increased ethos.
In Part Three, Pedagogies and Practices,
the focus shifts from broad (theory and
rhetoric) to narrower: the writing classroom
itself. Here we have librarians and writing
professionals inviting us into their classrooms
to examine new approaches to student learning about information literacy and writing.
Other authors in this section envision moving away from the traditional composition
or writing studies classroom to other sites for
this information literacy/writing instruction,
some out of frustration with a model that has
not been remarkable in its results, and others as a response to environmental prompts
such as the media ecology referenced by
Joshua Hill.
Opening the section, Crystal Bickford and
Megan Palmer survey the field of information
literacy from its inception through the introduction of the Framework and beyond. They
give a taxonomy of types of information literacy instruction and note best practices identified from successful programs of all types.
William Badke’s chapter addresses initiating
students into their disciplines. Badke argues
that teaching disciplinary conventions is a
start, but that to truly understand writing
within a given discipline, students need to be
doing critical reading in the discipline. He
offers a model assignment for students receiving information literacy instruction, which
involves librarians guiding them through the
examination of disciplinary writing, including inviting disciplinary faculty into the conversation to explain their discipline’s values
and conventions in published works.
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Matthew Kaeiser, April Mann, and Ava
Brillat take us to a bridge program for international students at the University of Miami.
Although both librarians and the writing
center provide support, international students
still frequently struggle to flourish in higher
education. This chapter focuses on attempts
to couple research instruction with writing
instruction for incoming international students in order to give them more academic
tools and to maximize their chances for success at the university.
Information literacy in the Technical Communication classroom is addressed by Kelly
Diamond, who describes working with a writing professor to redesign an online Technical
Communication class to better accommodate
both information literacy and problem-based
learning. To mimic a workplace environment,
topics were assigned and few guidelines were
given; students were asked to analyze the
audience, information need, appropriateness
of sources, and so on. Scaffolding was provided throughout the course to help the students gain facility with each of these tasks.
Diamond found that the ACRL Framework
supports problem-based learning well, as it
also encourages students to think critically
about such elements as audience and authority.
Linda Macri and Kelsey Corlett-R ivera
explore the graduate writing environment,
specifically the literature review, as their site
for information literacy integration. As a standard element of the scholarly article, the literature review is a familiar genre to graduate
students, but many of them do not receive
instruction on how to construct an effective
literature review. Macri and Corlett-R ivera
describe a “Literature Review Boot Camp”
workshop that they conduct, which uses the
ACRL Framework to guide students in writing effective literature reviews.
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Kathy Kempa makes the case for librarians interacting in upper-division classrooms
by focusing on the ACRL Framework as it
might relate to students becoming more conversant in their disciplinary discourse communities. She gives suggestions for classroom
techniques for each frame as they could be
used with students learning disciplinary habits of mind. In spite of librarians’ generalist
status, the Framework gives them language to
contribute even to advanced students’ writing
and research.
Law Bohannon and Janice R. Walker close
the section with an update on their LILAC
Project research in which they find that the
traditional information literacy instruction
in the composition classroom does not seem
to have much of an effect on actual student
behavior as students are doing research. Their
LILAC Project involves students doing a
survey and then conducting research for an
actual assignment while they narrate their
thinking process (research aloud protocol).
Their marked preference for Google-initiated
searching despite librarians’ emphasis on database searching suggests that their own habits
and comfort override classroom instruction
when they actually initiate research sessions.
Part Four, Writing and Information Literacy in Multiple Contexts, focuses most narrowly on either specific aspects of information
literacy/writing, or specific settings: the graduate classroom, the writing center, and so on.
Matthew Bodie opens this section with his
research on librarians’ attitudes toward teaching writing in the course of performing their
roles. Bodie centers this research around the
rhetorical canons, querying librarians about
helping students with specific tasks that he
categorizes around the canons.
Copyright is the topic that concerns Laura
Giovanelli and Molly Keener. Internet and
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popular culture have made sampling a part
of today’s creative process, and writing professionals know that intertextuality has always
been an element of writing. How do we best
engage undergraduates in conversation about
intellectual property in the information age?
Especially with more professors assigning
multimodal compositions, this dialogue needs
to be updated. Giovanelli and Keener suggest
using popular culture (especially music) to
give examples of attribution (or nonattribution) and giving special care to assignment
design. They offer a workshop on intellectual
property as a part of the multimodal composition assignment to introduce students to
concepts such as Creative Commons, fair use,
and citation of nonprint materials.
Nathan Schwartz looks at the status of
citation instruction within information literacy and writing studies. Plagiarism is problematic on a widespread scale, and knowledge
of correct citation conventions will surely
help with this problem, but exactly how and
where is citation taught? In recent years, citation generators and citation managers have
proliferated, and many college students are
aware of them to the extent that they will use
a generator or manager and assume that their
citations are therefore correct. Without basic
knowledge of citation styles, students cannot
find errors in their own citations.
Katie McWain considers writing centers as
spaces for information literacy instruction in
her chapter entitled “Learning in the Middle:
Writing Centers as Sponsors of Information
Literacy Across the University.” Although
many faculty and students see the writing
center as having a limited role, it can actually
be a place where much information literacy
instruction happens, especially when librarians and writing center staff are cross-trained
and when writing center staff are seeking
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opportunities to discuss information literacy
and research writing.
Concluding the volume, Barry Maid and
Barbara J. D’Angelo remind us that learning is recursive, complicated, and sometimes
messy. Focusing on threshold concept learning as they prepare students for the workplace,
Maid and D’Angelo realize that even more
advanced students often lack the vocabulary
to reflect on their own composing practices.
The fact that we have become better at identifying threshold concepts in our disciplines
does not necessarily mean that they have suddenly become easier for students to navigate,
and often students’ acquisition of these concepts will be partial in any given class.
This certainly seems to be a time of synchrony in information literacy and writing
studies. The multiple librarian/WS faculty
partnerships that have been formed, the production of frameworks documents, and the
introduction of threshold concepts all occurring within several years of each other in these
disciplines have given us in the fields many
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opportunities to cross-pollinate ideas and
move information literacy instruction from
the library orientation/one-shot into many
new sectors.
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Part I

Theorizing Information Literacy and Writing Studies

Introduction
Faculty teaching upper-
d ivision courses
across the disciplines are often frustrated by
the quality of writing and research in papers
they receive from their students, yet they are
unsure how to improve the outcomes, or,
indeed, whether this task is their responsibility. Writing studies research has led to promising results through university initiatives such
as Writing in the Disciplines. When faculty
can identify how their writing and research
processes are integral to their disciplines’ ways
of knowing, and how those processes differ
from the practices in other fields, they realize
that they already have the disciplinary expertise to help students write and research within
their fields. Librarians are excellent partners
in such endeavors.
To give faculty and librarians tools for
such collaboration, we parse the layers of
disciplinary writing and research knowledge
and provide examples of activities for teaching these knowledge-making processes—
specifically information literacy processes.
This explicit focus on processes is an integral
step for students’ development as writers and
researchers in upper-division courses.

An Evolution in Writing and
Research Processes
The latest recommendations from professional
organizations in both academic librarianship
and writing studies focus on the recursive
and rhetorical nature of research and writing.
Both the Association of College and Research
Libraries (ACRL) and the Council of Writing
Program Administrators (WPA) have revised
their public guiding documents to reflect
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research in these fields. Instead of a focus on
competencies and standards, these updated
pedagogies emphasize knowledge practices,
processes, and dispositions.
The new ACRL and WPA documents no
longer prescribe standard levels of achievement, and they no longer depict researchers as people who look for discrete pieces of
information. ACRL’s 2000 document, the
Information Literacy Competency Standards,
emphasized assessment and served to “pinpoint specific indicators that identify a student as information literate” (p. 5). The most
recent (2016) ACRL document, the Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education, describes research as a set of processes
and dispositions, a model where researchers
are understood as being in conversation with
other researchers. This model emphasizes the
values of discovery, collaboration, and sensitivity to context, because the rhetorical context of a given scholarly conversation proves
crucial to how scholars evaluate the relevance
and appropriateness of potential sources. Similarly, the 2016 WPA committee responsible
for the Outcomes for First-Year Composition
(3.0) explains that “where the former versions
approached writing as more a stable act—even
among emerging technologies—the new version embraces emerging forms of composing
in a world of fluid forms of communication”
(Dryer et al., 2014, p. 138).
The pedagogical implications of this shift
point to an evolution in the role of librarians.
The ACRL Competency Standards presented
information literacy as a set of skills that
could be inserted into any curricula across the
disciplines. That approach positioned librarians as the experts in, and the parties primarily
responsible for, teaching information literacy:
either through the provision of “one-shot”
instruction in disciplinary courses or, more
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rarely, the design and execution of stand-
alone, credit-bearing courses (Johnston &
Webber, 2003). While collaboration between
faculty and librarians has been a core tenet
of the information literacy platform since its
inception, programmatic integration of the
Competency Standards into the curriculum
remained a challenge at many institutions
(Lindstrom & Shonrock, 2006; Rapchak &
Cipri, 2015).
The Framework for Information Literacy, on
the other hand, acknowledges that librarians
can often work most effectively not as experts
but as what Simmons (2005) called “disciplinary discourse mediators.” This formulation highlights the unique perspective that
librarians bring to collaborations with faculty,
in virtue of their position as “simultaneously
insiders and outsiders” vis-à-vis the practices
of a given discipline (p. 298). In other words,
instead of depicting these collaborations as the
marriage of two distinct kinds of expertise—
disciplinary knowledge and information literacy knowledge—the Framework suggests that
librarians should help faculty articulate their
own practices and dispositions as researchers
within the context of the goals of the course
(or course sequence or major). This mediated
articulation may generate specific assignments
and/or specific moments requiring a librarian’s presence in the classroom. More to the
point, it may produce new approaches to
structuring a course or course sequence.
This evolution in the role of librarians
aligns with an evolution within writing studies. First-year courses in writing have also
been thought of as “one-shot” instruction,
courses that could inoculate students against
seemingly universal writing problems such
as unwieldy structure or inadequate citation.
More recently, however, writing program
scholars and administrators recognize that
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those seemingly universal conventions differ within scholarly fields. Many universities
have developed Writing in the Disciplines
programs to support faculty and departments
as they consider how to articulate and incorporate this new approach to teaching writing
(Colorado State University, 2017).
While Writing in the Disciplines programs
are an important step forward, few of these
programs include explicit analysis of information literacy processes. We contend that
faculty from across the university will benefit
greatly from collaborating with both Writing in the Disciplines programs and research
librarians to make visible and to teach disciplinary ways of writing and conducting
research in their fields.

Disciplinary Knowledges
Given the historical development of research
universities, rooted in the German tradition of highly specialized scholarship among
researchers siloed in their fields, the defining
identity within most departments is subject-
matter knowledge. Departments sequence
their courses to introduce increasingly more
sophisticated content in the field, including
careful practice of disciplinary research methods (lab work, ethnography, big data, and so
on). A focus on content lends itself to one-
shot approaches to writing and information
literacy instruction.
Research in writing studies challenges
that model. As Riedner, O Sullivan, and Farrell (2015) explain, “teaching the distinctive
writing and communicative practices of a
disciplinary community are inseparable from
teaching disciplinary knowledge. Because
writing embodies ways of knowing and values of a discipline, disciplinary knowledge
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TABLE 1.1

Theorizing Information Literacy and Writing Studies

Disciplinary Knowledges

Subject Matter Knowledge

What content do you need to know? History, theories, methods, ethics.

Genre Knowledge

What types of documents do you create?

Disciplinary Discourse Knowledge

How do you speak as an insider?

Rhetorical Knowledge

How can you adjust the structure, tone, and content based on your
readers and content? What are some of the rhetorical features or
hallmarks of writing in your field? How have these expectations
changed?

Writing Process Knowledge

What are the usual stages of writing and research?

Information Literacy Knowledge

What materials are required for meeting the various rhetorical needs in
the genres?

Data from Riedner (2015).

and writing are inextricable from each other”
(p. 10). Riedner (2015) parses out multiple
kinds of knowledge that inform how scholars
in different fields build knowledge and write
about that knowledge. (See Table 1.1.)
If faculty members have been tasked with
teaching subject knowledge, they may have
had little opportunity to reflect on the other
areas of their expertise. But they are experts in
all the areas. From their initial forays into disciplinary writing in graduate school, professors
internalize through practice their understanding of genre, disciplinary discourses, writing
processes, research methods, and source use.
As they are “disciplined,” the knowledges
common in their field become naturalized as
simply “good writing” and “good research”
habits. However, a comparison across disciplines shows that “good writing” and “good
research” vary by field. Consider how these
knowledges might be manifest in a field like
anthropology, for example (see Table 1.2).
Because most professors learn how to
research and write in their field through their
initiation-by-doing in graduate school, it’s not
surprising that recent research “shows that
faculty believe disciplinary information skills
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are acquired by a kind of ‘learning by doing’
(p. 580)—that is to say, through the situated information practices of the disciplines
themselves” (McGuiness, as cited in Farrell &
Badke, 2015, p. 324). We agree that sustained
practice is essential to learning, and we propose that undergraduate students will benefit
when professors can name the ways of knowing and doing that are practiced in their field
and when they design activities that help students gain experience with them. Writing in
the Disciplines initiatives offer faculty strategies for developing courses and department-
wide curricula along these lines, but—as we
will explain later—they could go farther in
preparing faculty to introduce information
literacy knowledges and practices.
Ways of Knowing, Doing,
and Writing in the Disciplines
An article we find particularly helpful for
introducing this way of thinking about disciplinary knowledge is Michael Carter’s (2007)
“Ways of Knowing, Doing, and Writing in the
Disciplines.” Carter argues that disciplinary
writing is not just a set of techniques whereby
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TABLE 1.2

Disciplinary Knowledges in Anthropology

Kind of Knowledge

Examples

Subject Matter Knowledge

History of anthropology; key theories in the field; specific information
about different cultures; ethical guidelines; best practices

What content do you need to
know? History, theories, methods,
ethics.
Genre Knowledge

What types of documents do you
create?
Disciplinary Discourse Knowledge

How do you speak as an insider?
Rhetorical Knowledge

What are some of the rhetorical
features or hallmarks of writing
in your field? How have these
expectations changed?
Writing Process Knowledge

What are the usual stages of
writing and research?
Information Literacy Knowledge

What materials are required for
meeting the various rhetorical
needs in the genres?

Field notes; thick descriptions; journal articles; grant applications; IRB
applications
What is the common terminology about cultures and rituals? What are
the expected attributions for certain historical shifts in the discipline?
How much self-reflection should the researcher include within a
journal article or book about his or her relationships and interactions
with the groups being studied? What is the appropriate balance
between reviewing past literature and introducing the new study?
When and how to keep notes; where and with whom to share drafts;
when to borrow across genres, such as expanding literature reviews
from grant proposals within later drafts of a book chapter
What counts as data in anthropology, and how is this gathered? How
should the anthropologist think about and analyze her data so it serves
as credible evidence for new arguments? How does he identify gaps in
the literature and design studies to address those gaps? How does she
find appropriate theories to deploy in analyzing field research?

a field communicates its knowledge, but also
a way that knowledge is constituted, a mode
through which disciplinary faculty can see the
connection between the content of their disciplines (subject knowledge), the practices of
their disciplines (quantitative or qualitative or
textual research methods), and writing in their
disciplines (the genre, discourse, and rhetorical knowledges). We extend Carter’s analysis
to include ways of thinking about the “ways
of doing” in information literacy.
Carter asserts,
The disciplinary ways of doing that faculty identify provide a direct link between
ways of knowing and ways of writing in
the disciplines. Doing enacts the knowing
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through students’ writing and the writing
gives shape to the ways of knowing and
doing in the discipline. So instead of focusing only on the conceptual knowledge that
has traditionally defined the disciplines,
faculty are encouraged to focus also on
what their students should be able to do,
represented largely in their writing. (p. 391)
For example, the lab experiment in a science
class represents a way of doing that leads to a
way of knowing, which is materialized in the
writing of the lab report, whose genre reflects
the disciplinary values of knowledge-creation
in the sciences (p. 388).
Carter identifies four “metagenres” that
reflect “certain ways of doing . . . repeated in
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general terms across a variety of disciplines:
responses to academic learning situations
that call for problem solving, for empirical
inquiry, for research from sources, and for
performance” (p. 394). We will explore three
of these metagenres.
Empirical Inquiry, as Carter (2007) notes,
“is a way of doing that consists of answering questions by drawing conclusions from
systematic investigation based on empirical
data” (p. 396); the genres include lab reports,
scientific articles, poster presentations, and
the like. In Problem-Solving activities, writers
tackle problems similar to those they might
encounter in their professions (p. 396); they
produce business plans, marketing plans,
project proposals, and similar, practical
pieces. For Research from Sources, the main
sources are drawn from other published
work (p. 398), and the general process will
sound familiar to most professors and librarians: identify a question, look for secondary
sources, use the sources to develop an argument in response to the question. Carter
warns that “the similarity in ways of doing
tends to mask the different ways of knowing
in the various disciplines” (p. 399). Which
sources to find and how to use them signal
distinct disciplinary identities: for example,
a historian and a religious scholar would use
passages of the Bible in very different ways.
We want to take Carter’s argument farther
and argue that faculty not only should identify “ways of doing,” they also should make
explicit how accomplished procedural knowledge is composed of discrete subroutines.
For someone who has mastered a particular
activity, these subroutines may flow together
smoothly, without requiring conscious attention to manage them, and allowing the practitioner to give attention to the holistic effect
(in the way that an accomplished musician
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focuses on the nuances of dynamics, rhythm,
and tone). But the apprentice needs to focus
on the subroutines themselves, learning how
their complex interaction produces holistic
effects (in the way that a novice must systematically perfect her scales, her embouchure,
etc.). This granular learning—what we later
discuss as “scaffolding”—is necessary not
only to give a convincing performance, but
also to understand the possibilities of the
activity itself.
Metagenres and Information
Literacy Processes
Metagenres are cross-d isciplinary ways of
doing: faculty from any discipline may choose
to assign empirical, problem-solving, performance, or research from sources genres. Therefore, it can be useful for faculty to distinguish
the general research moves in each metagenre
and then to consider how those might manifest uniquely in a specific field. We have identified one layer of information literacy moves
of the various metagenres in Table 1.3. For
each, faculty and librarians might drill down
to identify the subroutines that they use. For
example, one way to trace a scholarly conversation in a literature review is to practice
“citation-chaining”—following the in-text
citations from one article to its predecessor
and then that article’s predecessor, and paying
close attention to how each author is drawing
on, extending, or countering key concepts.
How might faculty develop a stronger
sense of the information literacy and other
knowledges in their fields, and how might
they design class activities and assignments
around those knowledges? We offer some
examples from the Writing in the Disciplines
(WID) program at George Washington University (GWU).
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TABLE 1.3
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Information Literacy Processes by Metagenre

Metagenre

Information Literacy Processes

Empirical Inquiry

•
•
•
•

Problem Solving

• “identify, define, and analyze a problem: what it is that generates the problem,
what is given, what is unknown, and what are the criteria for viable solutions
to the problem
• determine what information is appropriate to solving the problem and then
find it, assess its authority and validity, and use it effectively” (Carter, 2007,
p. 395)

Research from Sources

• review literature to identify a significant scholarly conversation to enter and a
way into the conversation—what is missing, what is misunderstood, how can
the conversation be extended?
• locate relevant sources that can serve a range of purposes (background, framework, argument, etc. See Bizup [2008] and Harris [2006])
• evaluate and analyze sources; explore multiple perspectives
• use sources to compose an argument that answers the research question

“review literature to identify the scope and nature of the problem to study
[research] appropriate methods for the study
compar[e] findings to the secondary literature
[reconsider] the theoretical frame because of anomalies in the research findings” (Ryder & Nutefall, 2016, p. 35)

Writing in the
Disciplines at GWU
History of WID at GWU
In 2003, George Washington University reconfigured its literacy requirement in response
both to internal pressure for more opportunities for student research and writing, and
to external research indicating that student
learning was enhanced by sustained writing
throughout their undergraduate careers. Students are required to take First-Year Writing,
a four-credit themed writing seminar, and two
Writing in the Disciplines courses, preferably
one in the sophomore year and the second in
the junior year. Ideally, and typically, at least
one of those courses is in a student’s major.
Additionally, each major is expected to offer a
capstone course that engages students in the
discipline’s common communication.
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While the First-Year Writing division
was able to hire a multidisciplinary faculty
trained in writing pedagogies, the WID program relied on the voluntarism of faculty and
departments across the university. Just as the
First-Year Writing courses share a template
of learning outcomes (University Writing
Program, n.d.a), courses receiving the WID
designation must meet certain expectations.
WID courses must:
• require students to write throughout the
course rather than only at the end of
the course;
• provide opportunities to revise writing
assignments in collaboration with peers
and faculty;
• require students to complete multiple writing projects designed to communicate for
different purposes and with a variety of
audiences; and
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• teach the conventions of writing and
thinking in a particular discipline or in a
particular interdisciplinary context. (University Writing Program, n.d.b)
Some disciplinary faculty had already adopted
many of these recommended practices, such as
peer review and opportunities for revision. To
support and encourage more faculty to consider
teaching WID courses, the WID program
offered workshops open to all faculty interested
in WID classes. Topics included assignment
design, conducting effective peer reviews, strategies for efficient and effective commenting on
student writing, and so on. Faculty were also
asked to read Carter’s (2007) “Ways of Knowing, Doing, and Writing in the Disciplines.”
These workshops, attended by faculty from
different schools and departments from across
the university, were effective at quickly providing tools and practices that faculty could use
to meet the first three expectations of a WID
course. Moreover, they were especially effective
at revealing that each discipline, or interdiscipline, had its own “conventions of writing and
thinking,” and at destabilizing the idea that
there is a single gold standard of “good writing.” In the workshops, faculty from Business,
for example, could hear that English faculty
valued close reading, peer-reviewed sources,
and complex arguments. English faculty
learned that Business students were expected
to write with pointed immediacy, and that
sources like company annual reports could
serve as evidence. The multidisciplinary WID
workshops helped to shift the expectation that
the First-Year Writing seminar instructed students in all genres of writing (Kristensen &
Claycomb, 2009), and reinforced the importance for disciplinary writing faculty to make
explicit to student writers the writing expectations specific to their disciplines.
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Scaffolding Knowing, Writing,
and Doing at GWU
The most effective WID courses provide scaffolding for students’ learning by constructing
a sequence of writing (and/or research) assignments that build one on the other in such a
way that allows students to focus on particular subroutines while also working toward the
larger course project. Such courses also make
explicit for students the rationale for each
assignment, highlighting its relationship with
other assignments in the sequence, and how
the genre of each assignment is also a way of
knowing and doing relevant to the discipline.
Below we provide examples from assignments in three WID courses, covering three
of Carter’s four metagenres. These examples
show how faculty can scaffold research practices by identifying the specific information-
literacy processes involved.
Scaffolding for Problem Solving in
the Social Sciences: International Affairs
In her course on science and technology
policy, Catherine Woytowicz leads students
in International Affairs through the process
of creating a “briefing book” on an issue of
their choice. The briefing book is designed
to convey a policy argument to a nonacademic audience. In her “handbook” for the
course, Woytowicz notes that “[b]uilding a
briefing book may seem like a daunting task
but it is really an iterative process. Each step
expands on the previous step and adds more
detail.” She provides a detailed flowchart that
decomposes the briefing book into a series of
interlocked pieces of writing. These microgenres—like the “talking point,” the “backgrounder,” and the “graphic”—represent
discrete exercises undertaken throughout
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the semester. Moreover, her scaffolding helps
students understand that research is not one
stage in a linear process from research question to written product, in which each new
stage would exhaust the output from the previous stage. Rather, information literacy, like
disciplinary knowledge itself, involves gathering, sifting, sorting, discarding, rearranging,
synthesizing, and gathering again—activities
that persist from assignment to assignment
and from course to course. As she writes,
“Things that may not fit in one assignment
should not be discarded; they may have a place
in the briefing book or they may belong in
your morgue.” This statement makes explicit
what accomplished writers working in their
genres know: that knowing happens around
the edges, in the friction between moments
of research and writing that crystallize facts,
arguments, and ideas.

Chapter 1
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Scaffolding for Research for Problem
Solving/Empirical Inquiry in Science and
Engineering: Engineering Management
and Systems Engineering
Royce Francis’s engineering course requires
students to write a white paper and a policy
analysis on a “critical infrastructure system.”
While these larger assignments perhaps better exemplify Carter’s problem-solving metagenre, we focus below on a smaller assignment
preliminary to the white paper that might
prove equally useful in the context of empirical inquiry: the annotated bibliography.
(See Box 1.1.)
What distinguishes Francis’s approach to
this assignment is his attention to specifying
(a) the particular objectives of this assignment
and (b) the relation of these objectives to the
academic and professional contexts of research

BOX 1.1
Annotated bibliography assignment (Francis)
• Students will articulate the difference between
peer-reviewed archival literature and gray literature. Both of these types of literature are
important sources of data and arguments for
infrastructure systems work. Due to the industrial nature of infrastructure systems, it is
crucial that students learn to identify the most
important peer-reviewed academic and gray literature sources from which they may draw data
to support their arguments.
• Students will use Compendex to initiate a
literature search, and manage their search results using a bibliographic manager such as
Mendeley Desktop.
• Students will use Google Scholar and wellknown government agencies, reputable non
governmental organizations (NGOs), or inde

pendent industry trade associations to obtain
gray literature. Students will manage their
search results using a bibliographic manager
such as Mendeley Desktop.
• Students will discuss the tension that exists
among government agencies, NGOs, and trade
associations. Students will discuss the role of
understanding this tension when evaluating
primary or secondary sources for use in engineering practice and research.
• Students will write an annotated bibliography
of 3–5 sources obtained through their literature search. The annotated bibliography will use
IEEE citation referencing style. This assignment
will be collected and graded as a low-stakes, formative assessment.

Excerpt from EMSE 3855W: Critical Infrastructure Systems.
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in engineering. For instance, he notes that the
assignment “points to a more important skill
that engineers must possess—the ability to
synthesize arguments using the data collected
or generated by another engineer or scientist.”
He further explains that the synthesis of prior
relevant research is necessary both to “establish [. . .] authority” before an audience of
professionals and to “persuade diverse audiences.” This attention to the rhetorical nature
of information-literacy processes frames the
annotated bibliography as more than just an
exercise in finding and summarizing sources.
Furthermore, Francis’s assignment decomposes the assignment into concrete steps,
explaining how the activity of each step relates
to the overall goals of the course (i.e., being
able to make a persuasive and well-informed
argument about a critical infrastructure system). Note that while the assignment gives
explicit instruction about specific library
resources (Compendex, Google Scholar) and
research tools (Mendeley Desktop), it also
emphasizes concepts (e.g., “the difference
between peer-reviewed archival literature
and gray literature,” “the tension [. . .] among
government agencies, NGOs, and trade associations”) that are necessary to understand
in order to be able to evaluate and present
research persuasively.
Scaffolding for Research from Sources
in the Humanities: French Literature
In her upper-division course on French literature, Kathryn Kleppinger provides short,
scaffolded assignments that help her students
identify and practice the discursive moves
specific to literary criticism, in preparation
for two longer essays. As she writes in her syllabus, “These assignments are meant to model
the type of close reading you should do with
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all of your work, to help you develop your
instincts and reading strategies.”
Most of these focus on reading literary
texts, but one assignment steps through a
close reading of a scholarly work of literary
analysis (an article by Frank Bowman analyzing a text by Victor Hugo; see Box 1.2.)
The assignment demonstrates one way in
which humanities faculty can prepare their
students to bridge the gap between working
with primary and with secondary sources: by
making explicit how the “instincts” for critical engagement that students hone on individual works of literature are fundamentally
the same as scholars use when developing an
argument in the context of a broader scholarly conversation. We note in particular that
Kleppinger’s assignment (a) calls attention to
the rhetorical moves that the author makes
(e.g., “Bowman changes his sources on page
30 (bottom). What type of source does he

BOX 1.2
Questions for analyzing
source use (Kleppinger)
• Analyze the first paragraph (which is too
long!). Determine the progression of ideas
(make a list). What is the primary argument
of this essay?
• What difficulties in analysis does he raise
immediately following his introduction?
• Bowman changes his sources on page 30
(bottom). What type of source does he consult here, and why?
• What is the last source Bowman analyzes
(page 34)? What reason does he give for using it?
• How does Bowman justify and explain
Hugo’s approach (page 37, bottom)?
Excerpt from assignment: French 3100W: Intro
duction to French Literature.
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consult here, and why?”), and (b) that these
moves are also often instances of information literacy processes. By paying attention
to the multiple ways in which other scholars
use secondary sources in their writing, students can better appreciate the work such
sources can do in their own.
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Additional GWU Initiatives to Support
Writing and Research in the Disciplines

Developing a strong Writing in the Disciplines program happens not only through
close work with individual faculty, but also by
facilitating conversations within departments,
across campus, and with the library.
At GWU, the WID program supports
Additional Resources for Research
departments in conducting reviews of the
from Sources
writing conventions and processes specific
Three additional resources are helpful for to their disciplines. The writing review team
teaching students to recognize the different usually consists of a faculty member and a
rhetorical purposes for sources within an graduate student from the department, and
academic argument: Joseph Bizup’s (2008) a writing faculty member in a consultative
“BEAM: A Rhetorical Vocabulary for Teach- role. Through meeting with department facing Research-Based Writing,” a 2015 response ulty and analyzing teaching materials using
to Bizup by Phillip Troutman and Mark rubrics provided by the WID program, the
Mullen’s “I-BEAM: Instance Source Use team elicits the desired writing abilities for
and Research Writing Pedagogy,” and Joseph students at each level of the curriculum,
Harris’s (2006) Rewriting: How to Do Things and maps where and how writing instrucwith Texts. (See Box 1.3.)
tion currently is located in that curriculum.
Using different schema, these texts provide This process creates a useful articulation of
productive vocabularies to name the often- writing goals for the department and offers
invisible functions that sources play. The vocab- the department the opportunity to consider
ulary in Bizup (2008) maps more closely onto whether the curriculum is fulfilling those
the usual formats for academic research essays: goals, and what additional resources—faculty
Background, Exhibit, Argument, Method. workshops, shared assignments, and so on—
Troutman and Mullen (2015) extend those could help bring goals and curriculum into
categories by including Instancing. Harris alignment. The process instigates a conversa(2006), on the other hand, delves more deeply tion about disciplinary writing that continues
into the ways authors draw on sources to arrive long after the review is completed.
at new ideas; he identifies a series of moves
GWU affirms its commitment to the WID
for forwarding and countering texts that get program through university-wide awards. The
beyond seeing sources as “pro” or “con.” Being annual WID awards for Best Teaching, Best
able to identify these moves in an article helps Assignment Design, and Best Graduate Stustudents recognize that their task in gathering dent Teaching recognize and celebrate excepsources is not only about finding information, tional contributions to teaching writing in
but also about staging conversations, and eval- the disciplines. These awards are presented
uating whether a source might be productive as at the annual university-wide Faculty Honbackground, illustration, framework, method, ors Awards ceremonies, which reflects the
or any of several layers of argument.
commitment and participation of the entire
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BOX 1.3
Vocabulary for Source Use—Harris and Bizup
Notes from Harris’s Rewriting: How to
Do Things With Texts
Coming to Terms: “Defining the projects of other
writers in a fair and generous way, so that you
can make use of the source” (p. 19)
Forwarding: “In forwarding a text, you extend its
uses” (p. 38; see list p. 39)
• Illustrating: Examples of a point you want to
make; material to think about
• Authorizing: Invoking the expertise of person to support your thinking
• Borrowing: Drawing on terms or ideas to
think through your subject
• Extending: Putting your own spin on the
terms or concepts that you take from other
texts
Countering: “Using problems in a text as a springboard to get at something [you] wouldn’t otherwise say” (p. 55)
• Arguing the other side: Showing the usefulness of a term/idea that a writer has criticized
or noting problems with one that she or he
has argued for
• Uncovering values: Surfacing a word or
concept for analysis that a text has left undefined or unexamined
• Dissenting: Identifying a shared line of
thought on an issue to note its limits
Taking an Approach: “When you take on the approach of another writer both your thinking
and theirs needs to change” (p. 74)
• Acknowledging influences: Noting those writers whose work has in some way provided a
model of your own (p. 79)
• Turning an approach on itself: Asking the

university in creating a learning environment
for student research writing.
We plan to build on our current WID
program by extending our relationship with
GW librarians. The First-Year Writing program at GW has laid the groundwork for
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same question of a writer that he or she asks
of others (p. 79)
• Reflexivity: Noting and reflecting on the key
choices you have made (concerning method,
values, language) when constructing your
text (p. 79)
Note: Authors rarely make these moves in isolation
(p. 49)
Notes from Bizup’s “BEAM: A Rhetorical
Vocabulary for Teaching ResearchBased Writing”
B = Background: Using sources for uncontested
facts and information
• You rely on these
• You expect readers to accept these as factually credible
E = Exhibit: Using sources as occasions for exploration and evidence for claims
• You describe, analyze, and interpret these
• You assume your readers may see things differently than you do
A = Argument: Using sources for discrete claims
and arguments
• You engage these, extending, countering, and
qualifying their claims
• You want your readers to distinguish between those claims and your own claims
M = Method: Using sources for concepts, frameworks, approaches, methods
• You follow these, apply them, modify them to
suit your purposes
• You want your readers to distinguish
between the original use and your own application/modification

such a collaboration. It features an extraordinarily successful partnership between writing
faculty and instructional librarians, who are
paired to develop and integrate instruction
on information literacy into the course. As
these partnerships develop over the course
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of multiple semesters, faculty and librarians refine their approaches and experiment
with new methods, while also sharing best
practices.
At the WID level, partnerships between
librarians and faculty have developed organically, though not programmatically. Moving
forward, the WID program and the GWU
librarians wish to make the potential for
productive collaborations more visible. We
recommend initiating WID faculty workshops, run jointly with librarians, that focus
on making disciplinary information literacy
knowledges visible, and (as capacity allows)
facilitating one-on-one discussions between
faculty and librarians as they design, stage,
and sequence assignments that involve
research. Such relationships benefit both
faculty and librarians. Faculty are able to
communicate their disciplinary knowledge
more effectively when librarians provide context about how disciplinary knowledges are
instantiated in the organization of library
resources. And librarians, who generally
have rich knowledge not only about library
resources but also about students’ research
habits, can improve their understanding
of the goals and expectations for student
research across the disciplines.

Conclusion
Learning to see, name, and teach the multiple
knowledges of a discipline is hard work. We
want to emphasize that the process, while difficult, is very rewarding. We find it exciting to
see the many approaches our colleagues take
to introduce students to the ways of knowing and doing in their fields, and we learn a
great deal from meeting with faculty across
the disciplines and librarians who have a wide
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range of expertise about student research habits, disciplinary information networks, and
collections.
We are, of course, proud of the Writing in
the Disciplines program and faculty at George
Washington University, but we would emphasize that there is not one right way to build
an “Information Literacy in the Disciplines”
program, nor one right way to teach writing
and information literacy within a course.
The best teaching and program designs happen organically, mindful of the local context
and goals. What we offer here are introductory steps: resources to help faculty reflect on
disciplinary writing and information literacy
practices; examples of how to make them
explicit to students; opportunities to open
department-wide conversation; and the overarching wisdom that librarian colleagues are
excellent partners in such adventures.
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